Freshmen Weekend Features

Dance, Movie, Athletic Tests

Freshmen Weekend 1953, in many of its aspects, represents a complete change from the manner in which first year classes were formerly welcomed at the Institute. The Freshmen this year for the first time are such functions as the group meetings with Francis B. Fassett, the advisor to the freshmen and the admissions chairman. The several meetings of students and advisors are designed to help the two become better acquainted as early as possible. This plan is designed to solve other problems which might arise. Each student has three meetings scheduled for the Freshmen Advisory Council Aids Dean in Helping Frosh

By Norman Keiglin, Jr.

"Our chief responsibility in the long run is probably to play a part in the development of I. I. T. as an educational institution, and as a corollary to this, to help the freshmen to profit as much as possible from the first year here." This, words, written by Professor Francis B. Fassett, brings to light the role of the Freshmen Advisory Council in the establishment of Freshmen guidance program.

Two Advisors Per Section

The Freshmen Advisory Council, now in its second year of operation, consists of 65 members of the faculty from all departments in the Institute. The entire first year class is divided into 20 sections and, for the purposes of the Advisory Council, all of these sections have been split into three faculty members as advisors to the sections. If you desire to make the relationship between the groups of students and the school more beneficial, it is planned that the sections be assigned to advisors with particular academic interests as the advisor. Thus freshmen will find the faculty members on whom they can depend for the future professional careers. It should be noted that these faculty advisors are not freshmen instructors and are not directly connected with the academic administration of the student body. The immediate objective of the advisors is to first get acquainted with all the students so that they will be advised as to who will help them during the Freshmen Weekend.

Dean Bowditch Revises Office Procedures To Increase Efficiency In Aiding Students

"Our office is the focal point of communication between the student body and the faculty. It is our job to bring about a mutual understanding between these two groups." These were the opening remarks made by Francis B. Bowditch summing up the philosophy behind the organization and innovation of his office. As Director of Students, Mr. Bowditch is vitally concerned with the welfare of the students at the Institute. To help him with this task, he has redone his office during the summer months. Working with him this year, as As- \[...\]

Increase In Cancellations Blamed For Smaller Class of Freshmen This Semester

Dining, Dancing In Boston Area Is Above Average

Boston offers a wide variety of eating places for good and not so good discriminating gourmets. For the eating, we offer the following list of three-group establishments as well as the places featuring entertainment and dancing.

Famous For Food

Duran's Park—Perhaps the most famous of the unusual dining spots in New England. Everything sits at long tables eating with batches and college professors. You have to be here to have been here and the waiters take as much back talk. Prices are high, but the food is kept very fresh and the staff here not so mean. A good steak dinner goes for 3.25 and although you could probably eat more, you don't own go away hungry. A West from Main St.

In the neighborhood of $2.75.

Ritz-Carlton—One of the expensive places in the neighborhood of $3.00. Known for the first rate service. Prices around $2.50. A place where you might find the photographic staff working in the neighborhood of $3.00.

Freshman Weekend Starts Thursday, September 17, 1953

Class Represents Over 600 Students

Despite Decrease Registration of the class of 1957 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is notably smaller than that of the last year. This year's class, the 85th in the Institute's history numbered 600 men and women, as compared with 909 during 1952-1953. Allen F. F. Fassett, Director of Admissions, states that although more applicants were accepted in the freshmen class than last year, the larger number of students enrolling their applications after acceptance was expected. The class of 1957 is larger than that of the present Junior and Senior classes in its first year.

Fewer Cars In Class

All but two of the 46 states, as well as foreign countries, are represented in the new class. Five per cent of the class come from foreign countries, a figure quite small when compared with the usual ten per cent. The number of cars in the class, at least 100, represents a decrease from the usual.

Public schools have sent about 100 students on an overseas vacation trip, and the remaining four from private institutions of many descriptions. In all, 410 different states are represented in the background of which the class has grown.

Institute Has Full Social Life

When and where the major social events are held is shown below in the 1953-1954 Social Calendar. MIT means Informal Dance Committee, and dates designated as Fall are those of the first year's freshmen. The schedule of dinners and dances in Walker Memorial. The committee agenda must of tea or an evening automobile and others of which the class has grown.

The Tech is published weekly during the fall semester of each year. Weekly during the spring semester.
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Frosh-Soph Rivalry, To End With Traditional Field Day

By Phil Dryden '61

The Glove Fight, final event of Field Day, is now being conducted as a friendly contest with the opposing team, rather than as an all-out battle. The Glove Fight is the traditional contest between the freshmen and sophomores, and the winner is determined by the number of gloves captured. The Glove Fight traditionally takes place on the athletic field, with the freshmen and sophomores lined up on opposite sides of the field, and the gloves are thrown from one side to the other. The team that captures the most gloves by the end of the game is declared the winner.

The Glove Fight is an annual tradition at Harvard University, and it is one of the most popular events of Field Day. The Glove Fight has been a part of Field Day for over 100 years, and it is a symbol of the friendly rivalry between the two classes.

The Glove Fight is also a way for the freshmen and sophomores to build camaraderie and teamwork, as they work together to capture as many gloves as possible. The Glove Fight is a fun and exciting event that is enjoyed by students of all classes. It is a time when students can come together and celebrate the spirit of Harvard University.

The Glove Fight is an event that is open to all students, and it is a time when students can come together and enjoy each other's company. The Glove Fight is a tradition that is sure to continue for many years to come.
*More Dope On Girls' Schools*

with someone who has a car is about the most efficient means of transportation out of the green pastures on the shores of Lake Waits. The Mid-
die and Boston rows exist almost hug-
to the campus, and up-to-date infor-
mation may be obtained by polling them. Freshmen are allowed a total
of fifteen one-night or overnight per-
missions the first term and a total
of eighteen the second. On week-
nights, the girls are allowed one 11:30
p.m. permission.

*Wellesley—Brookline Ave. houses*
*b connected to the undergraduates housed. Doors
class at 12:00 a.m., on Fridays and
1:00 a.m., on Saturdays. Sunday night the
deadline is 10:00 p.m.

*Weasag Approach—*

Girls will be girls even in Boston,
and here as anywhere else they can
make the male populace on the basis
of the usual seemingly small but very
important aspects of personality. Labeled as a bore immediately is the
important aspects of personality.

of the undergraduate houses. Doors
nights, the girls are allowed one 11:30
p.m. permission. The first term and a total
of eighteen second. On week-
nights, the girls are allowed one 11:30
p.m. permission.

*Fife and Drum Room—Located in*
the Hotel Vendome, near Copley
Square, admission after 9:00 p.m., but it's quickly used up in a
drink or two. Band is small and so is the
dance floor. Usually a college
crowd.

*L يوس. Beau, Hotel Staal—An*
excellent band and intrigu ing at-
mosphere makes this worth the $2.00
cover charge. You can make an even-
ning of less than $3.00 a couple
provided you don't eat anything.

*Latin Quarter—Plushiest night club
just the other side of Commonwealth.
Our just the other side of Commonwealth.
Our

ешь newbury's

pound filet mignon $1.57

served at both restaurants

harry book store

1241 mass. ave. cambridge

tel. 6-6049

usd college textbooks

technical books

harry book store

1241 mass. ave. cambridge

tel. 6-6049

*Newbury's Steak House*

specials

half pound sirloin $1.57

special 3 $0.35 per gal.

® MANDRA

books

print for publishers.

prints for publishers.

prints for publishers.

prints for publishers.

1 Boylston Street, Harvard Square

*School Supplies Photographic Supplies*

Notebook Binders
Paper
Pens and Pencils
Visit our Soda Fountain

*Tech Pharmacy*

86 mass. avenue

boston and suburban laundry

collections at all dormitory offices

phone tr 6-6210

55 carleton st. cambridge

(just around the corner at kendall squares)

up to 25% discount

long playing records and 45 speed albums

40% on 78 speed albums

complete stock of

opera classics musicals jazz

radios phonographs tv

replied sales service

minute man radio co., inc.

el 4-2183—el 4-9110

28 boylston st., harvard sq.

thursday, september 17, 1951

17, 1951

frosh weekend

(continued from page 1)

this year to start the class of 1451 off in the right direction.

other events during the weekend were similar to those held in previous
years. They are designed to acquaint the freshmen with the various facets
of Institute life. The weekend will end
with the school's opening convocation on Sunday afternoon.

newbury's steak house

specials

one pound tenderloin $1.95

cub tenderloin $1.95

pound fillet mignon $2.17

round sirloin $2.35

special steak $1.95

served at both restaurants

94 massachusetts ave.

279a newbury street

back bay—boston

*Here's another instance where the
Patronage Refund is very important
For Your Car!*

GASOLINE
OIL
WASHING
GEARING

The COOP wishes to emphasize the fact that mem-
ers of the Tech Corporation may purchase gaso-
lene and oil for their cars and obtain a Patronage Refund
thereon. A Patronage Refund is also paid on the
charges for washing and greasing. To the drivers of
cars, this represents a saving that is well worth while
and you are urged to visit this Authorized TECH
Store Gas Station.

technology store gas station

218 main st.

at kendall square rotary

mobilgas

patronage refund to members

regular .291 per gal.

special .313 per gal.

*G. L. FROST, CO., INC.*

automobile body repairing & refinishing

f. e. perkins

tel. el 13-9100

31 landowsne street

cambridge, mass.